The TASCAM CD-RW2000 Compact Disc Recorder creates superior 24-bit recordings from analogue and digital sources onto CD-R and CD-RW. The CD-RW2000 features professional standard audio and control interfaces with a host of software-enhanced functions such as Digital Input Level control, Call function, Auto Ready function, Auto Cue function, Repeat modes and selectable Copy ID.

With the capability to operate with both audio and data CDs, the CD-RW2000 can be easily integrated into any commercial environment.
This product is designed to help you record and reproduce sound works to which you own the copyright, or where you have gained permission from the copyright owner or the rightful licensor. Unless you own the copyright or have gained the appropriate permission from the rightful owner or the rightful licensor, your unauthorised recording, reproduction or distribution thereof, may result in severe civil and criminal penalties under copyright laws and international copyright treaties. If you are uncertain about your rights, contact your legal advisor. Under no circumstances will TEAC Corporation be responsible for the consequences of any illegal copying performed using CD-RW2000.

The CD-RW2000 provides a full range of professional connections including AES/EBU digital balanced analogue I/Os, plus a Word Clock In. Digital and analogue inputs have separate Level controls.